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a b s t r a c t

Smooth pursuit eye movements have been linked to perception by a common attentional mechanism.
We investigated whether perceptual performance was traded for smooth pursuit performance. While
tracking a red target cross, observers had to discriminate the orientation of a flashed peripheral grating.
We manipulated the priority given to the two tasks. Pursuit gain changed according to observers’ effort to
eywords:
mooth pursuit
lash
ttention
econdary task

pursue the target, but perceptual discrimination of the peripheral flash was not affected by these changes,
suggesting that smooth pursuit does not use the same resources as perception. Complete resource sharing
may be confined to situations involving multiple moving objects. Next, we added a second perceptual task
on the foveal pursuit target. Foveal discrimination performance was traded for peripheral discrimination
performance and pursuit gain followed the perceptual priorities. Thus, smooth pursuit gain is affected
by which target has been selected for enhanced perceptual processing, but that does not imply shared
ual task perceptual resources.

. Introduction

Performance in dual task situations is often limited by the avail-
ble central resources [1,2]. Resources refer to effort, capacity, or
ttention [1]. For instance, two visual tasks, such as a foveal and
peripheral discrimination task, are likely to depend on the same

entral resource. Therefore, subjects are unable to do the two con-
urrent tasks as well as each can be done alone. Rather, performance
n one task has to be traded for performance on the other task (e.g.,
3]). Increasing the weight given to one of the tasks improves perfor-

ance on this task at the cost of reducing performance on the other
ask. In multiple resource models [4,5], the idea was introduced that
here is not only one pool of resources, but that there are separate
esources for spatial and verbal tasks. Therefore, executing a verbal
nd a spatial task simultaneously will not be as difficult as exe-
uting two verbal or two spatial tasks simultaneously [6] because
ifferent resources are available. The allocation of central resources
o tasks or stimuli is referred to as selective attention.

Studies on saccades have concluded that visual perception and
he programming of saccades share a common attentional mecha-

ism [7–9]. For instance, saccadic latency was traded for accuracy
f letter identification [9]. In one of their experiments, Kowler et
l. [9] asked observers to saccade to a target indicated by a central
ue and to report the identity of a letter at a fixed location that was
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different from the saccadic goal. The priority given to the two tasks
was manipulated. High priority to the saccade task produced faster
responses, but decreased accuracy on the letter identification task
and vice versa when high priority was given to the letter identifica-
tion task. Importantly, performance in the equal priority condition
was worse than in the respective single task conditions. This pat-
tern of results is strong evidence for shared central resources. In
the present study, we will reconsider this question in the context
of smooth pursuit eye movements which will complement previ-
ous research that confirmed a strong link between attention and
steady-state smooth pursuit (reviewed in [10–12]).

Previously, Khurana and Kowler [13] asked whether perceptual
and target selection for smooth pursuit share a common attentional
mechanism. In their experiments, four rows of horizontally aligned
letters moved from left to right in a display of fixed size (see Fig. 1A).
Participants were asked to track two non-contiguous rows. That is,
either rows 1 and 3, or rows 2 and 4 had to be pursued. The pursued
rows moved either faster or slower than the non-pursued rows. Dur-
ing pursuit, a search display that was visible for 200 ms contained
one search target (a numeral among letters) in the pursued rows,
and another search target in the non-pursued rows. Observers’ task
was to track the designated rows and report the identity and loca-
tion of the two numerals at the end of a trial. There were two

main results. First, without any particular instruction, search per-
formance on the pursued rows was better than on the non-pursued
rows. Second, when observers were asked to attend to the non-
pursued rows, their performance for those rows improved, but did
not exceed performance for the tracked rows. Smooth pursuit gain

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01664328
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/bbr
mailto:dirk.kerzel@unige.ch
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2009.01.032
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Fig. 1. Experimental paradigms. Panel A Shows a search display from Khurana and Kowler [13]. In the example, observers’ task is to track rows 1 and 3 (indicated by arrows).
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t the same time, they are asked to identify the numeral on the pursued rows as we
f rows 1 and 3 was different from rows 2 and 4. Panel B shows the dual task conditi
ashed peripheral grating. A grating tilted to the right is shown. Panel C shows the tr
he position of the single-pixel flash inside the cross and the orientation of the grat

as hardly affected by instructions to attend to the non-pursued
ows. Taken together, these results support the idea that stimuli
elected for smooth pursuit are identical to those selected for per-
eption.

These results are consistent with research showing that areas
T/MST are involved in the perception of motion (e.g., [14]) and

lso provide the principal input for the smooth pursuit system (e.g.,
15]; reviewed in [16]). Further, it has been demonstrated that activ-
ty in these areas can be modulated by attention [17,18]. Therefore,
t is plausible that the stronger neural response to attended stimuli
n areas MT/MST will also constrain target selection for smooth pur-
uit. In fact, when there is more than one moving target, attentional
nhancement of the neural response to one of the stimuli may be
he mechanism to select the target for smooth pursuit [19,20]. Con-
equently, the target of smooth pursuit will also be perceived better
han the distractor (cf. [13]).

The question addressed in the present paper is whether smooth
ursuit will also determine the resource allocation for the per-
eption of motionless stimuli. In this study, we selected stimulus
rientation as a feature, because orientation is detected as early as
1 [21] and perception of orientation does not depend on MT/MST

22]. While the concurrent processing of two moving stimuli will
ause interference, it may be that smooth pursuit and the percep-
ion of a motionless stimulus are relatively independent. Akin to
he idea of multiple resources, assigning high priority to the smooth
ursuit task will not necessarily decrease the available resources for
he perception of a motionless feature, because there are separate
esources for the two tasks.

. Experiment 1

To test this hypothesis, we flashed oriented gratings during pur-
uit and varied the priority of the pursuit or perceptual task. A single
ed cross moved horizontally on an otherwise blank screen. The per-
eptual target was a Gabor patch (a sine-wave grating multiplied

y a Gaussian) that was flashed for 10 ms just outside the fovea
see Fig. 1B). Because a flash has zero retinal motion, there were no
onflicting motion signals that needed to be separated from target
otion. It is known that even irrelevant motion signals change pur-

uit gain [23–25]. To our knowledge, there are no data to suggest
n the non-pursued rows 2 and 4. All rows moved from left to right, but the velocity
Experiment 1. Observers pursued the red cross and reported the orientation of the
sk conditions of Experiment 2. Observer’s task was to pursue the red cross, indicate
e foveal pixel is shown in its upper position and the grating is tilted to the right.

that irrelevant flashes reduce pursuit gain. Any changes in pursuit
gain can therefore be attributed to changes in participant’s resource
allocation. While the brief presentation time of a flash prevents
retinal motion of the discrimination target, visible persistence of
the stimulus certainly exceeds 10 ms. A typical estimate of visible
persistence is 100 ms [26].

In the dual task conditions, observers were asked to indicate the
orientation of the sine-wave grating while pursuing the red cross.
They were either told to give priority to the pursuit task, to give pri-
ority to the perceptual task, or to give equal priority to both tasks. If
the perceptual and the pursuit task shared resources, performance
in the two should be traded off. We expect that if processing of
the flash uses common resources, pursuit gain will decrease as
the “attentional gate” [27] opens. Further, we included single task
conditions to evaluate whether the dual task situation itself led to
performance decrements. In particular, it is necessary to quantify
perturbations of pursuit due to the abrupt onset that may capture
spatial attention in a reflexive manner [28,29].

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
Two of the authors (DK, DS) and four experienced naïve participants with normal

or corrected to normal vision participated in the experiment.

2.1.2. Apparatus and stimuli
The stimuli were presented on a 21 in. (diagonal) CRT with a resolution of 1280

(H) × 1024 (V) pixels at a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Participants’ head position was
stabilized with a chin rest at 46 cm from the screen centre. Eye movements were
recorded with a head-mounted, video-based eye tracker (EyeLink II, SR-Research,
Osgoode, Ontario, Canada) at a sample frequency of 250 Hz. The experiment was
run in a dimly lit room.

A sample stimulus is shown in Fig. 1B. A 0.4◦ × 0.4◦ cross was used as pursuit
target (three pixel lines = 0.11◦). The target moved at 10.8◦/s for 2 s. The trajectory
was centered on the midpoint of the screen. The perceptual target was a Gaussian-
windowed sine-wave (Gabor patch). The sine-wave had a spatial frequency of 1 cycle
per degree and a Michelson contrast of 20%. The Gaussian had a standard deviation
of 0.9◦ . The Gabor was presented for a single frame which resulted in a presentation
time of less than 10 ms. The flash was presented at an eccentricity of 2◦ and appeared

at one of eight different angles around the smooth pursuit target (from 22.5◦ to 337.5◦

of rotation in steps of 45◦ with 0 denoting the 3 o’clock position).

2.1.3. Task and procedure
At the beginning of each trial, the pursuit target was shown at 10.8◦ to the left

or right. To perform a drift correction, participants pressed a designated button on
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Fig. 2. Results of Experiments 1 and 2. The gray shaded areas indicate the pre- and post-flash intervals that were used in the analysis. Error bars indicate the between-subject
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rror. Panel A shows the mean performance on the peripheral perceptual task in Exp
erceptual task, or equal priority was assigned. In the single task condition, subjects
mooth pursuit gain in Experiment 1. For clarity, only one-sided error bars are sho
nd the foveal position judgment task as a function of priority in Experiment 2. Pan

game pad with their left hand. If the drift correction was successful, the target
tarted to move toward the opposite side of the screen. In the dual task condition,
articipants’ task was to follow the pursuit target with their eyes and to indicate
he orientation of the sine-wave grating by pressing one of two mouse buttons with
heir right hand after target motion stopped. The flash appeared between 500 ms
efore and 500 ms after the pursuit target passed the center of the screen. Prior
o data collection, the grating orientation yielding 79% correct responses during
ursuit was determined by a staircase procedure. This value was used in subsequent
esting. Across observers, the mean orientation threshold was 3.7◦ of rotation. To
ssure a gain close to 1, experimental trials in which pursuit gain was outside 1 ± 0.3
n the interval from 50 ms before to 50 ms after flash presentation were aborted
nd repeated in the remainder of the experiment. About 5% of the trials had to be
epeated.

.1.4. Design
There were five different conditions. In the dual task conditions, priority was

ither given to pursuit or perception, or both tasks should be weighted equally.
n the “pursuit only” condition, participants tracked the target and were told
o ignore the flash. No manual response was elicited at the end of the trial. In
he “fixation” condition, the red cross was displayed at the center of the screen
nd only the perceptual task was performed. Dual or single task conditions were
locked and participants completed 64 trials in each block. Within each block,
he direction of motion, position of the flash, and grating orientation were ran-
omized. Each condition was run once in two separate sessions for a total of
28 trials per condition. For each participant, the order of the dual task condi-
ions with unequal priority (priority perception, priority pursuit) and the order of
he single task conditions (pursuit only, perception only) were reversed between
he first and the second session. The equal priority condition was always run
etween the dual task conditions and the single task conditions. Finally, half of
he participants started with the dual tasks, and the other half with the single
asks.

.2. Results

To identify saccades, the output of the EyeLink II eye movement
arser was used. It classified episodes with acceleration larger than
000◦/s2 and velocity larger than 22◦/s as saccades. Velocity traces
ere filtered with a 40 Hz low-pass, zero-phase-shift Butterworth

lter. After removing saccades and 4 samples (16 ms) before and
fter each saccade, episodes in which the eye velocity deviated by
ore than two standard deviations from the average eye movement

elocity, as well as 16 ms preceding and following this interval, were
iscarded. This was done to exclude small saccades not detected by
nt 1. In the dual task conditions, priority was either given to the pursuit task, to the
rmed the perceptual task without pursuit (fixation). Panel B shows mean horizontal
nel C shows mean performance on the peripheral orientation discrimination task

hows mean smooth pursuit gain in Experiment 2.

the EyeLink parser. Visual inspection confirmed that the algorithms
worked well. Then, we calculated smooth pursuit gain in 48 ms bins
(12 samples). If more than four samples were missing in a bin, the
bin was discarded.

Trials with saccades ±50 ms around flash presentation and trials
with extreme variability in the velocity traces were removed (2.7%
of all trials). After filtering, at least 120 trials remained per condi-
tion and observer. Data were averaged across repetitions for each
condition and observer to assure independence of the observations
in the statistical tests (e.g., [30]). In other words, only one value was
retained per condition and observer for statistical testing.

2.2.1. Perceptual performance
Mean proportions of correct responses are shown in Fig. 2A.

The accuracy data were entered into a one-way ANOVA with
four factor levels (priority pursuit, equal priority, priority per-
ception, fixation). The effect of condition did not reach statistical
significance, F(3, 15) = 2.19, p = .13. We nonetheless ran follow-
up t-tests between the condition means. Only the difference
between the condition with priority to perception and prior-
ity to pursuit approached significance (81% vs. 79%), t(5) = 2.13,
p = .09. As evident in Fig. 3(bottom panel), only two (S3 and S6)
out of six subjects showed a substantial decrease of performance
(5–8%) between the priority to perception and the priority to
pursuit conditions. Only one of the subjects showed an inter-
mediate level of performance in the equal priority condition
(S3).

2.2.2. Smooth pursuit gain
Fig. 2B shows the mean gain for the four conditions across time.

Smooth pursuit gain started to decrease about 100–150 ms after
flash onset. Importantly, this decrease differed between priority
instructions. To assure that pursuit gain before flash presentation

was the same across conditions, we ran a two-way, between-
subjects ANOVA (2 bins × 4 priority conditions) on the first two
bins centered on −72 and −24 ms before flash onset (left shaded
area in Fig. 2B). No significant effects emerged (ps > .1). To evalu-
ate effects of priority instruction on smooth pursuit performance
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ig. 3. Individual means in Experiment 1. Horizontal smooth pursuit gain and propo
sed as estimates of post-flash pursuit. For S6, the bin indicated by the unfilled rec
orrect for the six subjects.

fter flash presentation, we ran a two-way ANOVA (3 bins × 4 prior-
ty conditions) on the bins centered on 264, 312, and 360 ms (right
haded area in Fig. 2B). For all but one subject, this interval seemed
ppropriate as it captured either the plateau or the last part of the
ecrease. For subject S6 (see Fig. 3), however, this period did not
eem appropriate and we used data from bins centered on 216, 264,
nd 316 for this subject (as indicated by the outline rectangle in
ig. 3). A main effect of priority condition emerged, F(3, 15) = 32.63,

< .01. All pair-wise comparisons (t-tests) between adjacent data
oints were significant, ps < .025. That is, pursuit gain decreased
ignificantly from single task, priority pursuit, equal priority, to pri-
rity perception. To quantify the decrease from the pre-flash to the
ost-flash interval, we subtracted the mean gain in the selected
correct for the six subjects in Experiment 1. The gray shaded area indicates the bins
was considered more appropriate. The bottom graph shows the mean proportion

post-flash interval from the mean gain in the pre-flash interval.
The resulting net decrease was 0.027, 0.044, 0.086, 0.128 for the
single task, priority pursuit, equal priority and priority perception
condition, respectively. In a one-way ANOVA on these differences,
a significant effect of priority condition emerged, F(3, 15) = 27.11,
p < .01, and adjacent levels were significantly different from each
other, ps < .05.

Fig. 3 shows the different individual patterns of smooth pursuit

gain and perceptual performance. All observers show effects of pri-
ority. The effect is largest for S4 and S5. However, these subjects
showed virtually no effect of priority instruction in the percep-
tual task. Further, the subject with the largest perceptual effect (S3)
showed a poor baseline gain (pre-flash bins) in the priority to per-
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eption condition. One would expect task priority to be visible in
he bins succeeding flash presentation, because there was no sec-
ndary task in the bins preceding it. It is therefore not clear why
re-flash gain was so low for this subject. Consequently, the data
hould be treated with care.

.3. Discussion

The results show dissociation between perceptual and oculo-
otor performance. While orientation discrimination was hardly

ffected by the various priority instructions, smooth pursuit
howed a strong effect. Thus, the two tasks are compatible in the
ense that performance on one task does not have to be traded for
erformance on the other. This pattern is at odds with Khurana
nd Kowler’s [13] suggestion of a strong coupling between percep-
ion and smooth pursuit performance. Therefore, it seems likely
hat the perception of motion for pursuit and the perception of

otionless features (e.g., orientation) rely on separable resources,
hereas perception of motion for pursuit does share resources with

he perception of conflicting motion signals. The strong effects of
riority instruction on smooth pursuit in our experiment reflect
hat smooth pursuit eye movements are under voluntary control
e.g., [16]). Therefore, trying hard or not so hard to follow the target
esults in high and low gain, respectively. In contrast, the perception
f orientation is not under voluntary control and the present exper-
ment suggests that it is not traded for smooth pursuit performance
ither.

A further point worth mentioning is that compared to the sin-
le task pursuit condition in which the same stimuli were shown,
he gain decreased in the dual task conditions even when high pri-
rity was given to the pursuit task. This indicates that top-down
ttention modulates the perturbation caused by a flash. In a simi-
ar vein, Blohm et al. [31] have demonstrated that flashes may act
s a position signal to the pursuit system, triggering smooth pur-
uit in the direction of the flash. However, such an effect was only
bserved when the flash was selected as the goal of a subsequent
accade. Thus, Blohm et al.’s and our study showed that the behav-
oral relevance of a flash determines how strongly it affects pursuit
ain.

. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 has demonstrated that performance on the
mooth pursuit task was not traded for performance on the per-
eptual task (cf. Fig. 2A and B). All we saw was an effect of priority
nstruction on smooth pursuit which probably reflects partici-
ants’ effort to track the target in the dual task situation (i.e., after
ash onset). In the second experiment, we replicated the abstract

eatures of Khurana and Kowler’s [13] study using the present
aradigm. A second perceptual task was added on the pursuit target
see Fig. 1C). The foveal discrimination task required discrimination
f the vertical position of a one-pixel flash inside the red cross. The
eripheral discrimination task involved the orientation of the same
ashed Gabor as in Experiment 1.

In contrast to the previous experiment, observers were not asked
o differentially attend to smooth pursuit and perception. Rather,
hey were asked to weigh performance on the two perceptual tasks
ifferently while maintaining pursuit performance at its maximum.
hese instructions resemble those in Khurana and Kowler’s [13]

xperiments.

.1. Methods

.1.1. Participants
Five of the six subjects who had participated in Experiment 1 took part in this

xperiment.
Research 201 (2009) 66–73

3.1.2. Apparatus, stimuli, design, and procedure
Apparatus and stimuli were identical to the first experiment with the follow-

ing exceptions. A single gray pixel was lit up inside the red cross for 10 ms at the
same time as the peripheral flash (sample stimulus in Fig. 1C). The gray pixel was
located either one pixel above or one pixel below the center of the cross. The size of
one pixel was 0.036◦ . Observers’ task was to indicate the location of the gray pixel
by pressing one of two vertically aligned keys (“8” and “2” on the numerical pad
of a standard keyboard) and the orientation of the grating by pressing one of two
horizontally aligned keys (“4” and “6” on the numerical pad). The response for the
foveal task was always collected before the peripheral task. Prior to the experiment,
the orientation of the grating and the luminance of the pixel yielding 79% correct
responses during smooth pursuit were determined in two separate blocks. Across
observers, the mean orientation threshold was 4.1◦ of rotation and the mean lumi-
nance threshold was ∼40 cd/m2. Participants were told to give priority to the foveal
perceptual task (“priority to fovea”) or to the peripheral perceptual task (“priority
to periphery”). The two priority instructions were run in separate blocks of 96 trials.
One block was run per condition in two sessions with counterbalanced order.

3.2. Results

After data filtering, at least 166 of the 192 trials remained
per condition and participant. On average, 2.7% of the trials were
removed.

3.2.1. Perceptual performance
Mean proportions of correct responses are shown in Fig. 2C. The

data were entered in a two-way ANOVA (priority × target eccentric-
ity). Overall perceptual performance was better for peripheral than
for foveal targets (79% vs. 67%), F(1, 4) = 45.46, p < .01. The interac-
tion between target eccentricity and priority, F(1, 4) = 116.95, p < .01,
showed that performance for peripheral targets increased from 71
to 87% when priority was given to the periphery and conversely, that
performance for foveal targets increased from 58 to 76% when pri-
ority was given to the fovea. The change in performance of ∼16–18%
due to priority instructions did not differ significantly between the
periphery and the fovea. Fig. 4 shows that all observers showed an
approximately symmetrical change in perceptual performance.

The improvement of peripheral discrimination performance
when priority was given to the periphery was larger with two per-
ceptual tasks (this experiment) compared to just one (Experiment
1). A t-test on the five subjects who participated in both experi-
ments confirmed that the difference in peripheral discrimination
performance as a function of priority was larger in this than in the
previous experiment (16% vs. 2%), t(4) = 3.99, p < .025.

3.2.2. Smooth pursuit gain
Fig. 2D shows smooth pursuit gain across time for the three

conditions. Again, there was a decrease in pursuit gain about
100–150 ms after flash presentation. We ran a two-way ANOVA (2
bins × 3 priority conditions) on the two bins preceding flash onset.
No significant effects emerged (ps > .07). Relative to Experiment 1,
pursuit gain after flash presentation stabilized about 50 ms ear-
lier. The reason may be that the decrease was somewhat smaller
to begin with (cf. Fig. 2B and D). Therefore, we ran the second
ANOVA (3 bins × 3 conditions) on the three bins centered on 216,
264, and 312 ms (see shaded areas in Figs. 2D and 4). Pursuit gain
changed significantly as a function of condition, F(2, 8) = 13.26,
p < .01. Follow-up t-tests showed that pursuit gain with priority to
the periphery was significantly lower compared to priority to the
fovea (0.99 vs. 1.03), t(4) = 4.63, p < .025, and compared to the sin-
gle task (0.99 vs. 1.03), t(4) = 3.95, p < .025. Priority to the fovea and
single task conditions did not differ. Further, we estimated the net

decrease by subtracting post-flash from pre-flash gain. The decrease
was 0.008, 0.003, 0.035 for pursuit only, priority to fovea and pri-
ority to periphery, respectively. Follow-up t-tests showed that the
condition with priority to the periphery was significantly different
from priority to the fovea and single task, ps < .05.
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ig. 4. Individual means in Experiment 2. Horizontal smooth pursuit gain and prop
ins used as estimates of post-flash pursuit. The bottom right graph shows the mea

The decrease of pursuit gain (i.e., the difference pre- vs. post-
ash) when priority was given to the peripheral perceptual task
as smaller in this experiment than in the previous (0.138 vs.
.035), t(4) = 3.43, p < .05. This was true for all five subjects who
articipated in both experiments. Fig. 4 shows that priority to the
ovea resulted in a higher gain than priority to the periphery for
ll five observers. The single task pursuit condition was the same
S4, S5), worse (S1, S2) or better (S3) than with priority to the
ovea.

.3. Discussion

Performance on the foveal discrimination task, was traded for
erformance on the peripheral discrimination task. This result is
onsistent with previous reports of flexible allocation of process-
ng resources (e.g., [3]). Attentional priorities were formulated with
espect to the two perceptual tasks while observers were asked
o keep pursuit performance at its best. However, smooth pursuit
as affected by perceptual priorities. If the foveal discrimination

ask was prioritized, smooth pursuit was better than when the
eripheral discrimination task, involving a target that was differ-
nt from the pursuit target, was prioritized. Note that there were
o conflicting motion signals because the stimuli were flashed.

verall, the results of Experiment 2 show that smooth pursuit
ain indexed which target was selected for perception. When the
attentional gate” was opened for a non-pursued target, smooth
ursuit gain decreased. However, this does not imply that process-

ng resources were shared between smooth pursuit and perception
ns correct for the six subjects in Experiment 2. The gray shaded area indicates the
ortion correct for the five subjects.

of non-pursued targets. Remember that Experiment 1 failed to
show trade-offs between the two.

Further, smooth pursuit gain in the single task condition was
not different from the triple task condition with attention on the
foveal target. This is quite surprising as the cognitive load was high.
Observers had to make two discrimination judgments at the same
time. Thus, when attention was allotted to the foveal flash, neither
the high cognitive load nor the occurrence of the peripheral flash
had a detrimental effect. Discussion of these findings is deferred to
Section 4.

Further, the results of Experiment 2 rule out an alternative inter-
pretation of Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, perceptual performance
was unaffected by priorities. One may therefore argue that the per-
ceptual task was not sensitive enough to reflect the allocation of
attention, whereas smooth pursuit gain was sufficiently sensitive.
However, peripheral orientation discrimination in Experiment 2
clearly improved when it was prioritized over foveal position dis-
crimination, suggesting that the null effect in Experiment 1 was
not due to a lack of sensitivity. It was not due to large inter-subject
variability either, because the comparison of the effect of priority
between Experiments 1 and 2 was significant.

4. General discussion
There are three main results. First, performance on the smooth
pursuit task was not traded for performance on a single perceptual
task that did not involve conflicting motion signals. Experiment
1 showed that resources (or effort) allotted to the pursuit task
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ould be changed voluntarily, but this had only negligible effects
n peripheral orientation discrimination. Second, performance on
he smooth pursuit task followed perceptual priorities. In Exper-
ment 2, pursuit performance decreased if a non-pursued object
as prioritized over the pursued object. Third, the triple task situa-

ion in Experiment 2 did not compromise smooth pursuit as long as
ost of the perceptual resources remained focused on the pursuit

arget.
The results of our study are incompatible with a strong version

f resource sharing claiming that smooth pursuit and perception
hare all central resources. Rather, resource sharing does occur
ith respect to motion (cf. [13]), but not with respect to motion-

ess features such as orientation. This conclusion is consistent with
he underlying neurophysiology. Cortical motion processing for
erception and smooth pursuit are intertwined, whereas orien-
ation and motion are processed in partially independent cortical

odules. Nonetheless, Experiment 2 showed that the allocation of
ttention to one of two flashed – and therefore motionless – stim-
li affected smooth pursuit gain. Smooth pursuit gain was better
hen the pursuit target received more perceptual resources than
eripheral flashes.

Why would a flashed stimulus that does not produce any reti-
al slip reduce pursuit gain? In particular, the decrease occurred
hen perception of the peripheral flash was given a high priority,

nd virtually absent when the peripheral flash was given low pri-
rity (cf. Experiment 2). This pattern suggests that the flash did not
isturb pursuit in a purely bottom-up manner, but that the pertur-
ation was modulated by top-down control settings. We believe
hat the mechanisms underlying the perturbation of smooth pur-
uit gain are similar to those involved in the remote distractor effect
RDE). When an irrelevant stimulus appears far from the target
f a saccadic eye movement, saccadic reaction times are slowed
own [32–35]. It has been suggested that the RDE arises from com-
etition between the target and the distractor. A possible neural
ubstrate for such competitive processes is the superior collicu-
us (SC; [36–39]). Recently, we have demonstrated that the RDE
s modulated by top-down settings to particular stimulus features.
f observers were asked to saccade to green targets, green distrac-
ors were more disturbing than gray distractors and vice versa for
ray targets [40]. This is consistent with the notion that activity
n the SC may be modulated by top-down as well as bottom-up
actors [37,39]. A distractor effect has also been observed for the
nset of smooth pursuit [41]. Because the SC plays a role in target
election for smooth pursuit [42], the mechanisms underlying the
DE in pursuit initiation may be similar to those of the saccadic
DE, and may also involve top-down control. In contrast to pursuit

nitiation, target selection is complete during steady-state pursuit.
onetheless, a distractor may compete with the target, in particular
hen it is task-relevant as in the dual task conditions of Experi-
ent 2. The resulting uncertainty (or neural noise) with respect to
hich target has to be pursued may subsequently decrease pursuit

ain.

.1. Comparison to non-visual dual tasks

There is a debate about whether non-visual dual tasks increase
r decrease pursuit gain. With easy auditory tasks, such as listen-
ng to a series of letters [43] or auditory oddball detection [44],
mprovements of pursuit gain have been reported. In contrast, Hut-
on and Tegally [45] demonstrated that spatial and non-spatial
uditory discrimination tasks degraded smooth pursuit compared

o a single task condition. Also, they reported that demanding tap-
ing tasks decreased performance (i.e., tapping a certain spatial
attern), but repetitive tapping with the same finger did not affect
erformance. On the basis of these results, Hutton and Tegally con-
luded that smooth pursuit performance may change according to

[

[
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the difficulty of the secondary task. Easy tasks improve or have no
effect on smooth pursuit performance, while difficult tasks degrade
performance.

The present experiments shed light on the question whether
performing visual tasks in addition to smooth pursuit decreases
performance. The results suggest that difficulty is not the decisive
factor, but rather the location of the visual stimulus. If attention is
focused on the pursuit target, performance may be good despite a
high load. These results are consistent with studies reporting that
a visual task on the pursuit target, such as number reading [46] or
letter reading [43,47], improved pursuit performance. Consistent
with these reports, pursuit performance in our experiments did not
decrease with higher load (Exp. 2), and reductions of pursuit gain
due to shifts of attention were smaller than in a situation with only
a single perceptual target (Exp. 2 vs. Exp. 1).

In sum, the present results suggest that perception and smooth
pursuit do not share all resources. Processing of orientation in the
absence of motion is not traded for smooth pursuit gain. However,
when a peripheral discrimination task receives more resources than
a central discrimination task, smooth pursuit gain suffers. Thus,
diverting attention from the foveal pursuit target affects pursuit
even in the absence of conflicting motion signals.
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